The main features of the new Altro Whiterock A831, A832, and A833 joint/transition strips are as follows:

- A narrower and flatter extrusion
- Tighter finished joints - a two-part extrusion
- Improved installation methods
- Increased hygiene levels - AltroSan bacteriostat incorporated into the manufacturing process
- Improved installation when used in conjunction with Altro safety flooring
- Easier and quicker to repair in the event of damage - only replace the front cover

Fitting the A831 two-part joint strip:

- Apply first sheet of Altro Whiterock to the wall
- Cut A831 to length, if required
- Slip A831 backing strip behind edge of first sheet
- Ensure edge of sheet is lined up with the marked line on A831 backing strip
- Apply second sheet
- Ensure edge of second sheet is lined up with marked line on A831 backing strip
- Cut front cover of A831 to length allowing for cut tile transition (A832) if required
- Snap front cover of A831 to A831 backing strip
- Ensure male barbed front cover of A831 is completely housed in the female A831 backing strip
- Use either a rubber mallet or roller to ensure full contact between A831 front cover and sheet.